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Aplug-in word recognizer
with digital delay

For sports fans, instant replay quickly became one of the most appreciated
improvements in televised sports programming. Engineers have long had

the ability to view critical "happenings" in their electronic circuitry, with the
aid of oscilloscopes.

Now, with the introduction of logic analyzers, an engineer has not only
acquired instant-replay capabilities, he can instantly replay and view sixteen
channels simultaneously. It's a companion tool, the word recognizer, that
enables him to recapture the action at any point he chooses.

Sometimes the word recognizer is an integral part of the logic analyzer. In
other instances, it's a separate entity - like the new TEKTRONIX WR 501
Word Recognizer. Designed primarily to work with the LA 501 LogicAnalyzer,
it occupies a single plug-in compartment in a TM 500 mainframe. When
ordered with the LA 501, the package is called the LA 501W and includes all
of the interfacing hardware needed to couple the WR 501 and LA 501 mech
anically and electrically.
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The WR Sal can also function as a stand-alone word
recognizer/ digital delay unit for those needing to ex
pand the triggering capabilities of their logic analyzer,
oscilloscope or other equipment. For example, WR SOls
can be cascaded to obtain greater word width, dual
word recognition/delay, or delay "nesting" (delay with
in a delay).

Using the new P645l high-impedance (I MO, 5 pF)
active probes, the WR Sal can acquire up to sixteen
channels of data, plus an external clock and qualifier
signal. Maximum flexibility is afforded by using two
probes, each with nine inputs. Separate threshold con
trols for each probe facilitate working with systems
using mixed logic families, with preset threshold volt
ages for TTL and ECL signals selectable by front-panel
switches. Variable controls provide a choice of threshold
vol tage over a range of ± 10 vol ts.

The Qualifier .input can be used to expand the word
recognizer to 17 bits, gate the external clock, or do both.
In the LA 501W, the external clock can be gated by the
Qualifier input, allowing you to selectively clock data
into the memory.

Synchronous or asynchronous operation
In some applications it is advantageous for word recog
nition to be synchronous with the system clock. For
others, it is desirable to generate a trigger whenever the
word pattern occurs. With the WR Sal, the choice is
yours at the flip of a switch.

In the synchronous mode, the external clock signal
acquired by the probe clocks the Sync Flip-Flop to gen
erate a word recognizer output in step with the system
clock.

In the asynchronous mode, a word recognizer output
is generated whenever the selected word pattern occurs.
A selectable-pulse-width filter with a range of 5 to
300 ns is automatically activated, to reduce the possi
bility of false triggering due to glitches or data skew.
A built-in digital delay
Another useful feature incorporated in the WR Sal is
digital delay. You have a choice of delaying by up to
99,999 clock pulses or words at clock rates up to 50 MHz.
Delay by words generates a trigger at the nth occur
rence of the word so we can see what happens at the end
of a program loop, for example. The count is set by
convenient push-button thumbwheel switches.

The delay count is started by an output from the
word recognizer when word recognition occurs. For
those applications where you want to use the delay
without the recognizer, you can start the count by using
a single bit from one of the data inputs. Just set the
appropriate WORD SELECTOR switch. A front-panel
push-button lets you reset the delay counter manually
at any point in time. Reset is automatic when the select
ed delay is reached.

The trigger output pulse generated by word recogni
tion, or word recognition plus selected delay, is brought
out to a front-panel BNC connector, and also routed to
the LA Sal via an internal multi-pin connector. The
output pulse is TTL compatible, with duration a func
tion of the operating mode and signal inputs.

Interfacing to the LA 501
Special provisions are made to interface the WR Sal
and LA Sal without the need for external connections.
The sixteen data inputs, external clock, and word recog
nizer output are coupled internally through a short
cable assembly, to the 25-pin probe-input connector in
the LA Sal, in place of the P6450 passive probe. The
sixteen data inputs to the WR Sal are always present
at the interface connector, irrespective of front-panel
control settings. This arrangement of the WR Sal,
interface, and LA Sal make up the LA 501W.

The threshold controls on the WR Sal now control
the probe inputs, with the threshold control on the LA
Sal affecting only the front-panel external trigger and
the BNC probe inputs. Attenuator probes can still be
used with the BNC inputs for channels a through 3 on
the LA Sal by setting the INPUT to BNC. Data chan
nels 4 through IS will be supplied from the WR Sal
inputs. This gives you three individual threshold con
trols and the ability to view inputs separated some dis
tance. The attenuator probes can handle signals up to
± 500 volts to accommodate many real time situations.

If you have a need for l6-bit word recognition while
viewing more than four other data channels, you can
remove the interface cable and use the WR 50 I as a
stand-alone word recognizer. The optional P6450 pas
sive probe can then be used with the LA Sal for data
acquisition. The output signal from the WR Sal is
coupled externally to the LA Sal external trigger input
in this instance.

Technical details
The WR Sal performs two major functions - word
recognition and digital delay. The simplified block
diagrams in figures I and 2 will be useful in under
standing how each function is performed, and how
they relate.

The sixteen data channels acquired by the WR Sal
probes pass through a differential FET pair, with one
output going to the word recognizer, and the other out
put through delay lines to the interface connector. The
delay lines provide zero hold time for the LA Sal data
inputs.

The Qualifier can gate either the word recognizer or
external clock, or both, or can be turned off when not
needed. The delay line in the word recognizer signal
path provides zero hold time for synchronous operation.
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Fig. I. Simplified block diagram of the word recognizer portion of
the \\'R 501. Signals from the sixteen data input channels can be

coupled directly to the LA :;01 W independent of word recognizer
operation.

The 5 to 300 ns filter is activated whenever asyn
chronous triggering is selected, and can be set to assure
valid word recognition.

Output trigger selection is controlled by the front
panel switch labelled CLOCK-OFF-WORDS, which
corresponds to the Delay In/Out blocks in the dia
grams. In the delay OFF position, the word recognizer
output goes directly to the output buffer and output
converter driver. The converter transforms the output
signal from ECL to TTL level.

In the delay IN position, which corresponds to either
delay by word or delay by clock, the delay circuitry is
inserted in the trigger output path and no trigger out
put signal is generated until after the selected delay has
been accomplished.

Moving along to the delay circuitry block diagram
shown in figure 2, we see that the Delay By Selector
routes either the system clock or the output from the
word recognizer to the counter circuitry. The word
recognizer output also goes to the start circuitry to
initiate counting.

Five decade counters are used. The least-significant
bit (LSB) counter is EeL, with the remaining counters
TTL. Counter operation is essentially straight-forward,
using a 9's complement scheme. The Hold block is a
latch that holds the 9999 Detector output level until
the LSB counter reaches the nine count, while allowing
the TTL counters to be reset.

When the selected count is reached, the Delay Output
Flip-Flop is switched, generating a delayed trigger sig
nal. The delayed trigger is rou ted to the Trigger Selec
tor for availability as the output trigger signal.

Summary
The T:'I[ 500 Series family is designed to allow you to
configure your measurement package to fit your mea
surement needs. The high-performance LA 501 has
been meeting many of your logic analyzer needs. Now,
the 'I\TR 501 with its high-impedance probes, 17-bit
word reco?;nition, and di?;ital delay expands your lo?;ic
analysis capabilities to include even the more sophisti
cated measurements. And you are not limited to the en-
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Fig. 2. Simplified block diagram of the digital delay portion of the
'VR :')01. Delay is enabled by the word recognizer output. Manual

reset provides for resetting the counter whenever the full count
has not heen reached.

g-ineering and prodltction environment. The LA 50 I\V,
WR SOl, and the SC 502 packed into a Ti\f SIS main
frame give you a complete log-ic analysis system in a
suitcase. They will help yOlt solve those tough logic
problems, wherever you encounter them.
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